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2. Although the inquiry' is confined to purely	 andieztuerational questions a
Is not aimed in any way at presenting a	 on the political con.
troversies dividing the different emigre organisations from which
operational staff has been recruited, it has nevertheless been
necessary to study the relations between these organisations and
to determine to what extent they mey have affected the 00eurOY
position In the field. It has also been found necessary to
the traffic from all the networks in order to consider the
in the event of hostile control, of the said controversies 	 exploited
in order to maintain and even exacerbate existing divisions won the
emigre orgadesidons.

For the sake of clarity, the present report is divided into chapters
an the four networks referred to in Paragreph 3. above (with appendises
as required), follased by conclusions and recoessendations foram'
future joint operations.
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CIIA.PTER1. 	 JOWL' OIA/SIS INQUIRY INTO SECURITY OF EXISTING

OPERATIONS IN LITHUANIA

1. The object of this inquiry is to present a picture of the security
position of current operations in Lithuania withaview to affording
guidance to those conducting any future joint OIA/SIS operations in
that country. It ham been neceesary not oely to study the develop.
rents surrounding the important N.G.B. offensive egainst networks in
the -fteLd (Immodna, 1952 • Jalluarr 190) and subsequent news thereof,
but rasa to make a	 ire examination of the security of those
networks in the hope of discovering hether arty of them tam oomprardasd
before the said offensive took place. This has involved a considerable
enhance of information between the two Services including traffic from
the follevings

lb

a) 111031ME (Swedish and S.I.S. traffic)
1 MMUS

c SERAJUNAS
d JACK
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CHAPTER 2. 	 DIWIP 0104f

DEESNES, Jonas has a long record of anti•RuSaian activities. During
the war he worked against the Germans and was imprinoned by them.
He was liberated by the American force* in 1945 and managed to get
kimtielf repatriated to POLAND with another Lithuanian named BRUNIUS
(as former Polish nationals, from one of the Lithuanian distriets).
After that, his record is chronologically as f011owst

September 1945 . Crowned the frontier to LITHUANIA

DeceMber. 1945 , Came out illegally via POLAND. and travelled overland
with One VALIULIS to WESTERN OERMANY•

. Returned to LITHUANIA in the guise once mare of a
repatriate to POLAND. He was sponsored by 8.I.0 0 and was accome
panted by a certain STANENICIUS, now known as STANEIXA, who i.e
at present in SWEDEN.

September 1944 * tame out again illegally from LITHUANIA to POLAND
'	 and then arrived in SWEDEN.as a stowaway. STANEIKA had preceded

him by the same route.

Spring 1947	 • Left SwEDEN clandestinely in a Polish ship and landed
in POLAND. There he met SKRAJUNAS and RIMVIDAS (reported dead
in POLAND in 1949/50). He returned to SWEDEN from POLAND as
a stowaway in a Swedish ship, helped by a Lithuanian member of
the crew who was organising snob traffic.

22.8,47	 e Reported to have attended a meeting in SWITZERLAND
to meet a Minister, LOZORAITIS, in that country, and from there
to have returned to SWEDEN.

10Feb 3.7941,	 .Left again for POLAND in the same Swedish ship and
- ght out SKRAJUNAS'and AUDRONIS„ who had been waiting for

him there. All these arrived safely in SWEDEN •

4111111242	 e Unsueessafe attempt to land in LITHUANIA in a
--Waliah speedeboat, •

202121,	 Safely landed in LITHUANIA with five others:. He

2. DEESNIS I infiltration Was a Swedish operation which used S.I.S. transport
facilities, and MOM was accompanied by UOSIS and AUDRONIS. U0818
had with him two 11/T pets for transmitting to the Swedish Intelligence
Service. In August 1949, a LITHUANIAN traitor named PESSECKAS revealed
to the Ruasians in STOCKHOLM that DEKSNIS, UOSIS, and AUDBONIS were
operating in the BALTIC States and identified a photograph of DEEMS
which was shown to him by the Russians.

as remained there ever since.
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°RAPT= 2. (coat d) 	 "

140 Before MONTS was successfully re.infIltrated into Lithuania * he had
had serious quarrels with both =WNW and MAGMAS on the subject
of political affiliations. These differences possibly originated in
a mandate given to SERUMS and AUDRONIS the they left Lithuania .
to operate a check on BMW resistance activities. At the time
of embarkation, MAMAS and AMNON'S, on the one hand, and MUMS
on the other hands ware already making accusatione and counter.
accusations oneetainet the other. On landing in Lithuania * AUDRONIS
immediately left the remainder of the party and made his way inde.
pendently to join the TURAS partisans, while DUMB appears to have
taken up his quarters in KNUNAS. DHONTS I brief was to organise
passive resistance in Lithuania as apposed to the more violet method
in favor with the partisans/ meanwhile * MAMAS had remained in
the West and had a link with AUMRONTS by correspondence in innocent
code.

2. There is no reason to suppose that at the time of his landing in
Lithuania, DEK8NYS was not a perfectly free agent, and the first
suggestion of his being under control came in a communication from
AMMONIA of 22 June . 1949 sent in $IB VI to a post box in Sweden.
This letter referred to the suspicion that MOM had fallen into
the hands of t/nemytateurse shortly after =ROM broke contact
with DEKONTO. The gist of this conesunication was passed an to
mama (Oho was then intro:nee) by the post box in question. As
far as is knoOns however, the was no actual contact between MONTS
and MORO= after they separated. DENS did not * in facts refer
to AUDRONIS in hie message until January 1551 after the Swedes had
asked him (in December 1950) for news of AUBRONTS. His reply was
merely to the effect that =ROM had been expelled from the MOMS
orgenisselAmt but no date vuegiven for this expulsion.

3. The operation, under which =SSTS was infiltrated was a Swedish one -
utilising HIS facilities. Apart from Amons IMMO was accompanied
bya:W/T operator known as eUOSTS N who was to transmit to the Swedish
Service. Included in the party were also one agent due to joie a
tstvian network and two others to operate in Estonia. MOWS intended
to organise a direct link with $1TS and utilised for this purpose one of
the 11,0 lets which he took in with him. This necessitated his recruit.
trig locally a volunteer to operate the seta and the first .message
received from this channel was in November 1950. No information was
given by DEISM regarding the identity of this at/T operator known
under the pseudonym of nANTANAS e . 0IANTANAS" began with slaw and
defectivetransmission which improved progressively, and he went on
sending messages until the beginning of 1953.
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L MAMMAS was infiltrated into Lithuania In early October 1950 under
CIA aulPime• He was in commosnicatice with CIA by wfl been 16
November 1950 and 8 December 1950, and he and ALF0N8A8, a team mate,
sent a certain nutter of Tt'W letters betimes) 1 Newsier 1950 and 114
January 19534 By Wif on November 1950 he sent a message consist.
Ing of the wordss 01111=r8 in hands of MCI. AMMO perished*"
In his NM letter of 3. November 1950 he recorteds unarms and
DraWLS in hands of MOD* AU1RONT8 perished.' No amplification of
these messages or Islication as to the origin of the intctrosation was
ever received* According to information received it a later date
from JACK, MAMAS perished in an ambush in the Autumn of 1951 when
he had gone to meet UNMAN * There IA nothing to explain the lack
of communication fres SWANS betagen January 1951 and the presumed
date of his litpxWation. hie only relevant messages being to the

effect that his transformer was working defectively and that he would
use his W/T facilities to a lesser degree because the NOB were eon -
ducting searches,

5 it was decided by 818 in the 	 of 1952 to infiltrate* W/T
operator to join eINNENYV• •• •' Igas remelted in the U.K.• trained
and duly I filtxated in April 1952* Re took with him a wit set. The
reception arrangementa were in the hands of a Latvian network which

. later helped mum to roach Lithuania1 where he eventually made oen.
test with MOM in June 1952 * eMICEn sent a few messages by WA
until 13 September 1952, when his set appears to have broken doles*
Re acknouledged signals until 17 Noverisar 1952 since when he hae been
silent* There is evidence however, that aNIZIP had received broad-
Casts up to December 1952 * as	 of these treadmills ware
aeknowledged by DEBEN323 and replied to 	 K4S"o through NANTA.

MONS reported MI s•iteher 1x2 that he was setting up
NUMB*	 fbr continuing WI'! contest with the Swedes
at his me • -• On 220214 January 1953, r008331, sent messages

• which, while denouncing DEMOS as an Impostor who yes
operational away for his ono benefit, lensched into a •
tirade using the pbreseolou employed currently in Soviet propaganda
broadcasts* Since that date i, no news whatever has been received from
DEM= or from any persons connected with his organization.
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The joint examination of the case of DIMS has been directed towards
annertaimingt

a. Whether he is at present eliminated or under control;

b. If he has in the pest been under MOB controls and the date
at whit* this control started;

0. The implicatiens of his conflict with =Runs and MAMMAS.

2. As regards (a), both CIA end &XS are convinced that there are strong
grounds for suspecting that DRUM is, if he has survived, not a free
agent at the present nomant. This condluaione is based primarily OD
the nnesaatie of 2244 :annoy 1553 from MGM. referred to above,
which can be interpreted only as showing that MIXES" himself is
alder Russian control and suggesting that he must have revealed to
the NOR ereugk about DUMB to make the situation of the last named
practically untenable. The subsequent files* of DEKSIZS, map,
and 'IMAMS* tende to confirm this combat= •

Law before January 1553 the MGB muet have been in a favorable • tion
for discovering the whereabouts of DEISM There is evidence
they possessed his full description and photograph in 150 when ths7
interrogated MUCUS. Examination of the DREEME3 traffic both to
SIS and the Swedes dose not permit a definite conclusion that his
sways were vent under controls but a =amber of inconsistenase
in Ids attitude leave a certain amount of suspicion attach.' to hie.
In order to convey an impreentiOn of the corclexity of this
it vas decided that the CIA delegate should drew up a list of
tending to show that MONS KW have bete in en hands eoestime
beeween his landing and January 1553 and the SIB detegate drew %)
acorresponding Ruske of points ted1ng to disprove this. The two
lists are appeal:WU the moment reports audit is now agreed that
the prohlearemains an open one.

I. A certain amount ofmyetery surrounds the traffic frma "ABTANAS" and
Tpe slowness of the formers transmission exposed him to

Russian Wings and the theory that his gradual progress wee emelommeed
by the MOB ahead not be entirely excluded. If this theory is aecepted
the appearance of smart followed y his early elimination as alliT
operator, with eARTARIB* continuing his transmissions on the old set,
could, be considered as possible supporting evidence. Nevertheless,
in order to carry out a plan of deception it would appear that the
MOB would have had every advantage from u 	 "MIKE' en superior
transmiasion, under their control.
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5. The question of how the RCIE intended to take advantage of that=.si
bility if they managed to get DEEM Widar their control hut
been carofull.yexamixed. The only possible advantage which can be
seen clearlyLa that ther rev have endeavored to utilize hint to maintain
dievenaions mug Lithuanian resistance leader* and provoke further ones.
In spite of the unfortunate attempte of MINIS to discredit resistance

• i orkers. such as mans and SKRAJM, there is evidstree that toward
the end of 1952 he did endeavor to pram* union between the different
factions. 12=118 in his traffic could jlhotifiatity be amused of

licating the vitiation in regard to the unaninity of Lithuanian
but no very clear picture emerges of a consistent mew

plan of disruption. While the SIS delegate suggests that the Lithuanian
organisations require very little outside atd to tan the flames

of their internecine conflicts, the CIA delegate makes the reservation
that the Russians had even' interest in controlling an infiltrated
network net only, to widen the breach betesen rival Lithuanian groups
but to learn of Attar, Western operational plans, and possibly to
provoke the disclosure of informetionregimmting parallel networks
in the field*

SECRET
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6* Carafe examination has also been given to the suggestion by =ROM,
and the accmeationlorEIRAJUNAS, that DEISM wee in MOO hands in 1949
or 19500 The suggestion made by AVDRONIS in:tate 1949 is natal:con-
clusive one, and unfortunately the Short statements made later by
SIBAJUNO mere not sabots/M*4d with any detailed evidence* Moreover,
the MAMMAS traffio tech* off auddenl.y before he could be questioned
aere closely on this subjeCt by A. tt is curtain that DEMOS,
=ROMS , and MAMAS mere engaged in s bitter Conflict on the subject
of political loyalties before the first toe wen infiltrated. Both CIA
and OM consider it regrettable that DRESNIS should have denied the
vall•proven petkietina of COMB and STRAMRAS. On the other hand,
while it is possible that the accusation by SKRAJURAS that DIMAS was
in 1438 hands may have been a counter-accusation due to political feel*
ing, there is no available evitence to support this theory. .

7. Appendix Cwhich is attached gives a historical survey of the careers
'7, of both AUDRONIS and SMOUNAS as coordinated from 818 and CIL records*
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APPENDIX A to CHAFFER 2

1. HIS infiltration party in May 1949 consisted of 6 persons. All of these
can be accounted for, and contact is still being maintained, as far as we
know, between the Swedes and one Latvian and one Estonian to this day.

2. Before the infiltration of May 1949, there wee an open quarrel between
DEISM and AUDRONIS/DICHAAMMAE on grounds of political loyalties. Each side

was already making accusations against the other, and it does not seem une
reasonable to balance the aceusation relating to MENU' being inM.O.B.
hands against that relating to alleged faulty resistance credentials held
byAUL2OHISAKRA:URAS.

3. No details were given by either AVLROMIB era:Mann to explain their
bare statement that DUMB vas in M.O.D. hand*, nor is there any clue as to
how they acquired such knoWledge•

4. Although links existed which might have led DBMS to have knoWledge of
movements in the DRAMBLIS poop (notably the safe house in Poland used
ARDNAS), there is no evidence whatever tit dhow that the M.O.B. did any harm
to the MANESS group as a result of these links.

•	 •
5., The recruitment teP IRMSM1B of a local volunteer to operate W/T for IWO.
under his (DMICSNMS9 instructions gave poor results at first, which (mad
hardly have served M.O.D. plans, and the subsequent progressive improvement
took place in a perfectly normal manner. On the other hand, the successfe
infiltration of a trabnximiT operator (HIKE) instals 1952 could hardly have
been taken proper advantage of by the M.O.D., as MIXE s s transmissions broke
down, apparently for technical reasons, in September 1952.

6. In a S.I.S. telegram of 274.52 to DEEMS the name was mentioned of a
little girl of whom he had been very fond during his stay in the Mast.
DEKSHIS I reply mentioned the Christian name of the mother of this child,
and he signed his message with a boyhood nickname which was knoen only to
one of his Lithuanian friends in theMest.

7. The only suggested use that the 1441040 coed have made of a control of
DESSMIS and his group ems to pursue *policy of deception with a view to
splitting Lithuanian resistance still further and to fostering the dissensions
created within the different sections of the resistance. Two Sik letters of
December 1952, one from MONS end another from one of the leading members
of the 100110 groups preach unity among the different resistance groups and do
not fit in at all with the Russian policy referred to above.
8. The recent betrayal of the Partisans appears to be the work of VAMAGA0p

who was not oonneoted with MOND. Incidentally, the complete black.out of
the MONTS organisation dates approximately from the roundoep of the
Partisans. It is possible, therefore, that it was an All.out offensive on
the part of the M. O. B. which led to their uncovering DEMBE/D and that he
was not in their hands before thee.

7.
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9. The messages from mom of 2244.1453 were clearly Sovist-inspired•
While they accused MUM of being an impostor, they did not convoy any
suggestion that he was controlled. We assume that UMW was in a position
to put the M.04. on the track of DEISM, and it is notable that the last
message received from the latter was dated 22.1.53. It does nots therefore,
seem unreasonable to place the arrest or liquidation of MOMS at some
time in Jamtary 1953 •
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APPENDIX B to CliAPrER 2

POINTS MT IN FAVOR or DEKSW113

1. DEISM' operation vas compromised by a dropped team embers PESSICKA8.
who defected to the Soviets in Stockholm in August 1949. PBSSECKAS
identified =NW photograph to the Soviets.

2. Although MOM was to at only a 	 it is difficult to understand
bby he mede no effort to exfiltrate requesting =filtration. Instead.
he has remained in the area since	 *Joh Tow be considered a little

for a man who had been most active in the past and who had gone
in	 out of the area three times previesaly.

3. MAMAS and MVO did have differences. SKRAJIMAS was not returning
to carry on activities against MONIS hut was to reach agreement with
DRKSNIS. It seen incredible that SKRAJUNAS should fabricate the mensal
that DRICSNYS grid BRIEDIS mere In NOB hands and AUDRONIS wee dead, simply
to discredit DIMS. While details would he valuable, it should he
pointed out that the MAMAS report was not accepted by KS and that
no inftendent effort sews to have been made to check on this report.
Tharatore i it Is doubtful whether a report giving place and date of the
assemed capture of MEM and ilmans would *we bean more convincing.

it. Since MENU himself passed copies in 1018 of SKRA.TUNAS' raistanae
documents (which incidentally gave MOM authorisation to work in the
resistance's behalf) the subsequent attempts of MONIS to discredit
MAMMAS' credentials with the rest/tame could fit in lath the NOB
tactics for creating doubt and confusion as to the real status of a hest
fide underground menter like SICRMUNAS.

5. DIZEDITS t traffic is vest unsatisfactory. Operational intelligent* is
leafing, whereas the intelligence which he procured from the area priOr
to his last infiltration was evaluated as good. This information con«.
elated of Such item as Soviet 013. etc.

6« Resistance information is lacking. Although briefed to set up a passive
militants, organisation no information appears to be kw= about hie
Mande or those congaising his orgazziaattcm, the via: V. Information
is lacking on UNMAN BALKONIS and BUM. It Is felt that the identity
of ROMS after his assumed MIA in BArch 3.951 should have been
reported. There would be no security risk involved on= the man had
been arrested. Infeastion exists that BORAS in 1947 and OM nu in
Kam as the leader of the Zanotti,* partisans but there appears to be
noftm, that MIAS is really a pert of the MUM organisations
apart from the fact that he was a amatory of a VI= V letter whiCh
was lost en route in 1950.

7. Although it is presumed that DEKSIIB is in KAUNAS no Information exists
on his location or area of operation. Could DRICSNIS 1 organisation be
located if DEEMS were to die?

SECRET
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64, HERIS, a Swedish Lithumnian infiltree of 1950iwaa to go to DEEMS*
MIS was reported Wiled on the shore but it is presumedUst DBMS
received the help that HEMS was to bring to his. Since no infterakalt
information of this incident he been received, it is conceivable that
NsRrs was captured bry the M.

9. It is open to doubt whether a bona fide man would hesitate to reveal the
identity or ems background infonmaion about his le0414/T operator. it
is true that a nese in itself is of little eignifleanae, but it eeems
logleal to think that he would intern his controlling base of his operator's
occupation Tr something other than ',trustworthy***

104 it is remarkable that DSKSN1S , old set has been of service to him frau
1949 to 1952 (taking into consideration a possible resupply of crystals),
end more amesing that Soviet 1)/Ping hes not picked up his local WIT
orator 1,izo has been slow at sending (20 letters not groups, per minute).
while H1XE who was well trained couldn't make contact because of
awl difficult:WON , and although heard* has notimudezdisappeared0
This date is prior to the mass arrests reported in December. What could
be the safest, moot logical my, of emplaning the non•scananioative
ability of an agent by' the MB than to sa7 that the agent's radio is not
werking, Uhile leaving room for the receipt of messages from the Wait?

U. There is no explanation to account for /411Ws lack of 5/14 from June f3
January 1953, for it is assumed that MIKE bad io*muuMa4 SA * It would
be natural AT MS to with to send a greeting if his radio set had
broken dam to indicate that haute all rigNti

124 Use ofalocal men would boaolover method of operation and an ideal
vitiation for an MOB officer. Since DMUS was required to report some.
thing to the Modes via the WSW link, utilisation of a elm operator
mould not require great intelligence demands.

134 It rey well be that DEM= sent Sik letters that urged unity. However,
these letters were sent in late 19524 DBMS in the Swedish traffic
breeds disagreement among the political group * Clever Soviet propaganda
is known to unite and divide; it does not openly divide.

1144 With regard to mention of a name used by MOMS when he was a boy, it
appears quite natural that an NOB interrogator would attempt to procure
all the names used by an individual during his life time* MUMS night.
have given a lot of innocuous laforaation when interrogated to fill in
the gaps under pressure of interrogation. What would be more natural
than for the Soviets to take a childhood name for authenticity/ If the
Soviets already had DEKS!IrS i picture one may assume that they know a
great deal about his activities in Stockholm, including his habits,
friends, etc.
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15. Accusations against KUBLICKAS by DUSNYS create suspicion. MUMS
• had been =leased and proven as a bona fide individual. Here again

ms7-ue suggest a pattern of confusion.

16. Soon after the KUBLICKAS messages, MKS= in his message of January
10, 1953 requests material support and ',considerable financial support',
although MIKE brought him a sufficient amount of roubles in June 1952.
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APPENDIX C t% CHAPTER 2

AU 'i.!± WNW from a !May of Lithuanian OoVernment officials. He was ons
o most distimpished underground fighter, and has been decanted with
the Uederground i e highest or Us Mesa (ter brewer:). He mms wounded five
time and participated in 22 major engagements mith MUD troops, He is per
Banally credited with killing some 60 MCB/MVD officiale.

August 1944	 C.I.A.'
Joined Lithuanian underground. Became Chief of an operational
group in the Jesnee.Dareuniskie.Hruonie.Silavotas area.

Nov bar 1945 . W.A.*
Adjutant to the Commander of a partisan detachment, and served
on staffs of two other detachments.

October 197 -
Orders to proceed to theliest as BM speeiel delegate.

December 1947 as C#I6kot
Crossed over into Poland with SKHAJUNAS and four °there who
mere killed durIxe the border crossing.

January 198
Arrived with SKRAJUNAS inifersiet and net in Gdynia tqr DMUS.
Taken to Sweden and handed over to the Seedish Intelligemee Service

WV 1948 -

June 1948

S.I.S.s
Made arivmseecessia Swedish sponsored attempt to land in Dothan
with others including UOSIS.

C.I.A.'
Travelled with DEM= and MAXIMS to Germany for political
emetdng.

milt, 190 4. 8.I.8.1
Received a letter from Lithuania saying his return mould be welemem

December 7, 1948 • 5.1.8:
Reported to have made two unsuccessful attempts to leave Sweden
for Germany. Out of favour with ZILINSKAS group.

Ms7 1 8 19149	 S•I,Ss
Landed in Lithuania as Smedish agent with DSKSMYS, WSW and othere

Mgy 31, 1949 . C.I.A.&
SNBAJUMS received a letter dated this date from AUD1MIS.

June 6, 1949 . 844.1
8.14, p06608860 copy of a letter this date tom:MD=1S
that MONIS had possibly fallen in with provocateure s
lending.
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SepteMberlik 1949
Letter this date arrived in West to SKBAJUNA$ from partisan
leader stating AUMNIS is with him and not in contact with
SEMIS or MMUS. Added he is worried about the latter two.

• Oótober 1949 - C.I.A.:
Letter by SIMAJUNAS to ATIDRONIS requesting neumail drops insido
the Iron Curtain.

• February 7, 1950. C.I.A.:
AUDRO11$ reported through a mail drop he is alive and well.

March 1950 ..	 •C.I.A4t
• A letter to SKRAJuNAS from mail drop .stating that itucRoms cum

April 15, 1950 .
Letter mailed byeail drop from KAUNAS. Confirms =WNW
death* •

November 1, 1950 0./.A.:
8* letter this date from MAMAS group stating AUDRONIS
had perished.

NoveMber 24, 1950 . C.I.A.:
WA message from MAMMAS group reporting ATIDROVIS had
Perished*

January %. 1951 8.1.8.:
Message fro:x=4M to Swedes reporting that because of false
bluffs and void promises 'ewe have relemed him from his
funstionen•

117



meat
January 1947 - C.I.A.;

Commander of a 300.4san illegal underground group.

April 1914? fio C.I.A.:
Received order to go to Poland for purpose of establishing
contact with Lithuanian organisations outside Iron Curtain.

Way 1947	 C.I.A. & 8.1.3,:
Net MUM in Gdynia.

July 1947 a.	 t
•Returned to XMAS, Lithuania after an exchange of information
with DRESNTS.

August 1947 . C.I.A.:
Chief intelligence officer for KAUNAS district. Chosen to sit
as seventh member of the BOPS Presidium, in Mont absence.

October 1947 • C.I.A.:
Received Cram to proceed to the West as BDPS special gnaw
potsatiary.

December 1947
Crossed over into Poland with AUDRONIS and four others who were

•killed during the border crossing.

January 1948 -	 S.I.St
Arrived with =BOIS in Warsaw then went to Gdynia where they
were met by MUNI'S. Boarded a ship for Trelleborg, Sweden
and handed over to the Swedish Intelligence Service,

June 1948 -	 C.I.A. &
Flew with DRUMS to Paris on way to VIII meeting at Baden.eadan.

XVI 31, 1949 - C.I.A.t
Received a letter from AU1M0N18.

September 10, 1949
Letter to him from a partisan leader stating AUDR0NIS was with him
and not in contact with either anams or BRIBDIS. The leader
was concerned about them.

October 1949

December 1949

Mots
Wrote AUDROATS requesting new mail drops.

S.I.S.:
According to 3,I.8. information he was informed about message
from AUDRONIS (who had been infiltrated into Lithuania with
MONTS on 1 May 1949) that DRUM may have fallen in with
provocateur*.

g 4'4
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Febrari 7, 1950
Nail drop in Lithuania reports that AU110N1S is alive and well

March 1950	 - MA's
Received letter from contacte in Lithuania announcing =ROMS
death.

C.I.A. s
Letter from KAUNAS confirming AUDRON18 8 death.

Parachuted into Lithuania by C.I.A.

NU letter received from his group this date stating that
MOMS and BRITIXES are in the hands. of the MC. =RIM
perished.*

November 211, 195o
v/T menage received this date from his group stating NDEXSNIS
in hands of M.O.D. AUDR0fl1S periehed.0,

December 8. 1950 .
Last W/T message.

January 1144 1951 - C.I.A.'
Last 5/14 message.

February 1951 . MA.*
Reported by C.I.A. agent JACK in June 1951 to be working LLB.
Huadquerters this date.

August Ili 1951 - C.T.A.s
Agent JACK reported by WIT that he was making every effort
to get in touch with SKRAJUNAS.

October 13 # 1952 C.I.A.:
Further message from JACK that SKRAJUNAS was killed ',during
the Autumn of 1951."

November 26 * 1952
W/T message from 04 ,A, a gent JAM *tattle Manus was
summcnel for visit in Septeiber 1951 by LISS leader * VANAOAS;
on the ways aMhushed by the MOB and killed,.

April 3,5 # 1950

Oateber4-i550
A

NoveMber 1 # 1950
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1. "DRUMM" is the 	 of an apparently prominent Lithuanian
living overtly who has not 140Lithesmia since the end of the war.
Being a triot and dahing to 3oin in resistance work, he sent out
a dale	 known ON 11	 cm 25 3147 1950 in order to endeavor 	 to
make °outset with Lithuanian resistance leaden; in the West. ARUNAS
managed to *roes the TAtisatinies.Polieh frontier twice clandestinely
end was =filtrated from Poland on his second journeys Malay
roeehing the U.K. Re reported on conditions in Lithuania and was
z'e..lnfittrnted on 19 December 1950 with two W/T operators and seta
with instructions to Join liteAlgeZtr and to assure oolownicatiotus
between the utter and SIB. Its W/T operators, Peter and Anton, had
regular ocessanicetions with 8D3, md later another friend it MUMS*
known as NISMAS was exfiltrated from Lithuania by 818 in fpril 1952.
Re was reinfiltrated into Latvia on 25 October 1952 with a W/T operator
koown as "CoNRADe. After a successful landing in Latvia, heloft the
landing party on 25 October 1952 and made arrangements to collect
*COMM* on 15 Novereer 1952. *RAKSIS H , the head of the Latvian net-
work confirmed the departure of EDMONDAS and CMOIAD on the two dates
in question. CONRAD took in a Wif but did not enter into communication
with 818 within several meths of his arrival. A ciphered message
dated 26 November 1952 written by ErtiMAS in Sitil in his oval code,
was forwarded to 818 ttwough the intermediary of "DRAWLY'S". The
letter explained that owing to important Dins* activities, he had been
obliged to hold up IV? commulications 1io1 CONRAD until be could trent*.
for him to a safer place. Shortly thereafter, DRAM= reported Another
that he had met ECtIUNDAS who had delivered to him all the !audio money,
eta. sent to bin by 818.

2. Pt was last on the air on 16 January 1953, _when he reported that
ANTON (who had not been heard of since July 1952) had fallen into MB
hands at a date profaned by 818 to be between 26 November 1552 end
the date of PETER o s message. PETER , e menage also reported the arrests
in KAUNAS of seven°. members of the “DRAIGLYIP organisation without

• axing names.

3. sines Pala te last	 and the °owlets Subtly:Pent *Um** of
,rDRAMBLYS, three	 have been received foam MOW. The
fiat dated 27 Jima 1953 stated that KDRUNDAS had no news of
*DRANBLYS" and his assistant, "RUCKNIe n, lie added that "it is
possible that they have perished or fallen into snotty hands". Re
referred also to the liquidation of the B)PS organisation in WNW!
i.e. the 0DRAmBLIVI group and added that, according to more l members
of several resistance groups not belonging to the said organization
had been arrested including active resistance nesters. The second

SECIIE1
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letter (WW1 19 ?larch 1953 referred to utRAMBLTS" and manna as
having vanieked and to news from a ' , contact mann that VRAMBL/S#
had certainly been arrested. In each letter MIDAS etated that
be and CONRAD were in hiding and had buried thaLrXer equipment.
He asked for advice and help and gave local safe addresses for
communications. A third letter from ROMAN dated 10 May 1953
confirmed his previous letters and announced that CONRAD woad try
to start contact from the beginning of June 1953. On 9 June 1953
a W/T massage was received from EDMUNDAS via CONRAD stating that he
had written throe letters and asking if they had been received.

h. A letter dated 27 April 1953 has been received from PETER which did
not reach EIS until 15 June 1953 owing to the OepartUre of the post
bee to a foreign country and the forwarding of PETRRi s letter to that
post box abroad. PETER stated in his letter that he had lost contact
with the "DRAMBIne ,organiaation since January 1953 and bad hoard
nothing about it linos. He had been informed by a weRN(8WS" courier
in January 195) that ANTON and several members of the organisation had
been arrested. After eending aW/T message to this effect* he had
for security reasons broken contact completely with the mDRAMBL/Bf
organisation and was than in h4d4ng at 4 safe house. He Wed that
be was in a position to listen to broadcasts and asked for instructions.

SEM,
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CHAPTER 3.	 cssiwrio

1. In examining the security of the DRUMM organisation from July 1950,
when ARMS was exfiltrated, until January 1953, when MUMS wrote
his first letter referring to the reported arrest of DRAHELYS, it is
necessary to consider known links between the DEESN/S and the 1)RAYEL/8
groups in order to envisage the possibility of the hostile control of
the former having led to the uncovering of the latter. These links
certainly existed, notably in the common knowledge of a safe.house in
Poland utilieed by ARUM, in the use of a dead letter box for deposio
ting supplies from base received by one group for the other, and in
various references inW/T traffic suggesting that each organisation
was assaymof the parallel activities of the other. In view, however,
of the impossibility of reaching a definite conclusion regarding the
fate of the DEEMS organisation prior to January 1953, that of ths
EMBUS organisation must remain equally problematic. There is no
evidence to show that DRAMBLYS was not a genuine resistance leader
with a certain number of followers, and nothing in his traffic points
clearly to N.G.B. control* The first certain evidence of the breaking.
up of the MAMBOS group came with the report of the arrest of ANTON,
and although it is *seemed that this took place between 26.11.52 and
16.1.53, it is possible that ANION was captured at an earlier date
without the knowledge of ERMINE (i.e. some time after his last Wit
message of 30 July 1952).

2. An important gap Intl"? traffic from both DEEMS and DRAN43L18 occurred
at about the same time, i.e.

DEKSNTEI, between 544,52 and 12.12.52
DRAP9XX8, between 2ha0•52 and 16443

It will be recalled that MIKE was infiltrated to MONIS in Jane 1952
and =UNBAR to MOMS in Octeher4Noveiber 1952. Wile this gap in
the traffic meld not explain campletelyN.O.B. tactics employed with
the knowledge of NIKE's infiltration and of the impending arrival of
EDNUNDAB, the dates are sufficiently significant to merit recording
in case there should occur later a possibility of Checking events in
the field during the period in question*

3. The question of the present situation of DRAMMLIS cannot be solved
without a definite conclusion as to that of EDMUNDAS. EN oommumisa.4
#044 from the latter Show undeniable suspect features, such as a
mistake in one security check and an enigmatic confusion of dates in
one overt text * If NEHMNMAS wrote his three letters under control,
his categoric statement that MOLTS had fallen into N.O.B. hands
might indicate that PRANBIM had escaped and was in hidings on the
other hand, if MEDAN is a free agent and reporting genuine infer*.
maims, MAME= must be considered as lost. The survival of PETER
Presente a somewhat emrtler problem*

16.
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it can serve little purpose at present to speculate on eh ether the
destruction of the MOLTS organisation had any relation to the
roundoup of Partieams reported by JACK in January 1953. There Were
links between MINIS of the DRAMAS organisation and VANAGAS,
accused by JACK of having betrayed the Partisans, but the beginning
of the disintegration of the MARCUS group seems to be situated at
an earlier date, i.e. that of the arrest of ANTON..

To sum up, While there is no positive evidence to *how that DRAMBLAS
and his organisation were in M.O.B. hands before the latter part of
1952, it is reasonable to suggest that hostile penetration of some 	 .
level had been successful before the arrest of ANTON. The only hope.
of learning the real facts of the case would be if PETER could be

filtrated and interrogated professionally,

15. From the political point of view, it is to be regretted that DRAM=
adopted the appellation B.D.P.S. for his organisation, which has led to
some confusion with a former organisation bearing the same name. This
does not suggest, however, that DRUMM deliberately provoked such
confusion or that his political action MOS dictated by the Mwea.

SEMI
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ORAPTER 144,

1. The early history of SKRVUHAS is covered by the chapter on DRUM.
It is therefore proposed to deal with his short career from the time
be was reinfiltrated under CIA auspices in October 1950 until the
presumed date of his death 00 the Autumn 1951 as reported later by
JACK. SKRAJUNAS was sent on animal= to report an resistance activities •
and eventuany to set up an intelligence network. He intended to join

was	
IC

the Resistance group which had sent him to thelNeit. and he reported
after arrival that he had made the desired contacts aud's installed --
at L.L.I.S. headquarters and working with the organized active Ramie-
tae. SKRAJUNAS was accompanied by two Wit operators known as JOHN

and ALFONSO. They took in two WA sets. The container in which one
of the sets was Included was subsequently reported as lost. All three
were equipped with Of material. SINAJNNAS slot only UM messages
and it is supposed that he vent off the al:rafter 8 December 1950 on
account of MOS activity and possibly' as a result of a technical break-
down in his equipment. He and =MBAS continued sending 0 messages
but the last one received was dated 24 January 1951. SKRAJUNAS pointed
out that JOHN was not corresproding by 	 as he had forgotten his
security Check*

2. No other news was received aria/WM until Wit was infiltrated in
April 1951 and referred in his W/T traffic on 20 June 1951 to news
that SKRAJUNAS was alive and working at LLKS Headquarters at the
beginning of February 1951. JACK stated on 14 August 1951 that he
was making every effort to get in touch with MAMAS. In various

• later messages JACK referred to SERUMS and his two operators but
he finally reported an 13 October 1952 and 26 November 1952 that
MAMAS badaliftldlled in September 1951. while ALFONSAS perished
in February 1951. He added that JOHN was alive and was with a partisan
unit of which he was the leader.

3. It is agreed that there is a mysterious gap in the career of MAMAS
between his last aft message in Jannaa7 1951 and the claim byJACK
that he did not perish until the autumn of 1951. While the assumed

death of ALMEAS and the report that JOHN had forgotten his security
check might account for the abeam* of Sik communications from these
two, this mould not account for the silence of SKRAJUNAS himoolf• This
point will be discussed more fully in the examination of JACKt e traffic
in Chapter 5.

SRL
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CHAPTER 5.

1. In April 1951 CIA infiltrated a team of two men by parachute, HENRY
• and Mrs into Lithuania. They were briefed to report on military

and political information as well as information on the resistance.
Also they were to organize intelligence nets. HENRY was the leader
of the team. Both men were trained in W/T and were equipped with

•Violin sets and W/W material. The first message received from the
team was on 15 June 1951 and informed CIA that they had arrived
safely, had reached their contact point, and had only made contact
with the partisan* on 8 Nay. Because of uncertain conditions HENRY
•and JACK separated on lp lOk3r 1$51 at which time HENRY left to make
•contact with the Partisan Headquarters of the TAURAS region from
where he hoped to make contact with the LLIS Headquarters. JACK
reported that contacts between the TURAS region and the LLB had
Waken down in February 1951. He was remaining in place with a
;artisan detachmeut.

2, Oa 26 June 1951 JACK, who had met SKRAJUNAS in the West 1 reported
that in February 1951 MAMAS was alive and working at LLIS Head
quarters, and that the fate of SKRAJDNAS I team mates, JOHN and ALFONSO,
was not known definitely. On 14 August be stated he was making every
effort to get in touch with MAMAS and had sent bine letter through
contact men* On 5 August 1951 JACK informed CIA that a contact man
arrived with word that HENRY had been killed and upon request fer
details reported in October 1951 that HENRY had been killed in a
farmhouse which was surrounded by MOB forces while he 	 meeting
with a partisan detachment leader.

JACK continued sending messages answering queries put to him. While
a reception for a future team he went off the air in November

1953.. His leat tin contact was 27 November 1951, and JACK did not
rdura on the air again until 6 April 1952. He_reported that he could
not maintain contact because of a fealty generator which we still
acting nomadically. The second generator and1W/T mambo could
moth* found in the place where JACK and his companion had buried
it after laneieg. JACK asked whether CIA had received two letters
which he sent in the eai.17 and letter parts of DomeMber 1951 and a
third letter in the middle of March 1952. In fact none of then
letters were received. Subsequent messages reported that the Ita
were carrying out heavy roundeups but that he was safe and had moved
into a bunker of a partisan detachment chief with his radio. JACK was
on the air regularly until December 1952. •

I. When pressed to legalise himself he stated he was investigating possiw
bilitiss and that one of hie legalized contacts had promised to provide
various identification and secondary documents through acquaintances
in KAUNAS. He reported that a considerable amount of money was necessary
for legalization and that some of his fellow partisans viewed the idea
of legalization negatively whereas others considered it to be abandon.

• trig the common cause.
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5. On 3.3 October 1952, JACK stated that after a long time he had been
succeestel in asking contact with the leader of the TAURAS region
and had net him persmany• Daring the meeting he learned that •

SKRAZUNAS bad been ldUed in the Autumn of V% and that ALMISAS
had been dnod in Nitougs7 19534 JOHN Vas give and leader of a

rtisan unit1 but *outset had been lost with him. JACK hoped to
contact JOHN tJough the efforts of MOHAN the leader of the
TAMS partisans. MORO had contact with the LISS Headquarters
and lewder of other TAURAS detachnante but this leo °Ay of alight
effectiveness since anew sweeps were very active in the area. The
partisan leader with whom JACK ins staying was brought into the It'll
scope of JACKt s activities, and JACK ma teaching his W/T at ClAte
direction.

6. When pressed for more intonation on MAMAS* deaths JACK reported
that on the basis of DEN0NAS I infbruations SERAJDUS was killed in
september 1951 when he set out to wet the leaders of the LLB, WANAOAS,
it appears that he is &chunked by the sow patrols bat that two of
his coma:dons managed to escape. JACK reported further that ALFONS/Mt
and two other fighters were found dead in a bunker and that DEM0NAS
was of the opinion that they had been !ordered by local inhabitants
because it is unusual for the militia to leave behind bodies of
resistance Men•

7. The next new received from.JACK wee in the form oil an SA/ letter
reportdng that the leader of the LLKS Armed Forces had called out
the ?AURAS partisans for a parley end had appeared himself at the
head of a military unit. A battle ensued in which JACK and a friend
mad MMUS were wounded, Decides these two, the above.aentioned
partisan leader with *tom JACK had been fitigring and a few others
managed to escape.

•
8. Two further letters from the partisan leader in question* both dated

13 Jaiaza 1953 gave partioulare of the treason of the LUZ ?midi=
membensi VNAGfl. MAIM. ?STAN and XERAIJUS who had been under
maw control for some time* The writer added that a certain meter
of TAIIRAS partisans managed to break 	 the enclablenent but
that wry of the survivors were either tisd4ied Off or betrayed by
the local inhabitants. The second letter from the partisan leader
reported that AZUOLAS died from Widen and of the entire dataelesent
he and JACK were the only survivors. ACV. wound VaS festetringa and
the letter contained an wont nowt fbr penicillin and limey to
buy food since it mai dangerous to *pay t o the local farmers.
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On examination of JACKts career sire infiltration, both the SIS and
CIA delegates have expressed the opinion that from examination of
Ants Wit and SA traffic there is no clear evidence that would
indicate that JACK has not been hitherto a free agent. It has been
pointed out that one of the secmrley 41144ke given Mn for his WA'
traffic has been answered correctly and those of his SA lettere
have contained the correct security checks. However, at the seas
tien the 0Th delegate has signalled the following points enact:Lacer
tend cumelatively to indicate a possibility of JACK's having been
under control. These points are, as followsi

a. JACK was landed in April 1951 but did not make contact with the
base until 15 June 1951.

b4 JACK, in a message sod an 10 SepteMber 1951, asked for one of
two reinforcements to aid him in propaganda activities although
be had been opposed before infiltration to carrying out such
activity in Lithuania for security reaeone. He suggested in •
this memo a man whom he indicated by a pseudonym which turned
out upon investigation to be possibly that of JACK himself.
However, there is room for speculation, in this matter, for if
JACK really wanted to draw the base's attention to this individual,
the use of his own pseudonym known only to the latter may have been
his only means of piepointing the said individual.

c. In November 1951 and in April 1952 CIA sent two 10 messages
to 0101( containing a isecuritIrchock. On each occasion, JACK,
somewhat contrary to his habit, asked for a repeat of the message,
and he did not later answer the check. However, there is some
doUbt ae to whether the check was contained in the repeating
nossages,

d. One of the LIKS Presidium webers mentioned in the SA letter
of 13 January 1953, namely- ZEMAIT/S, has a record with CIA which
indicates that it would be unlikely that ZKMAITIS would take
part in the betrayal of the Partisana.

The statement in the same letter of 13 January 1953 to the effect
that Parttime were "finished oft" or betrayed to the enemy by
local inhabitarts is not considered consistent with Information
received previously on the attitude of the Lithuanian rural •
population, and the statement by JACK in his W/T message of
9 December 1952 that local inhabitants may have killed ALPONSAS
and two other partisans in their bunker might be viewed with
similar skepticism.

0•
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2. These points have been diaeummalbeteeen the SIB and CIA delegates.
While the STS delegate does not eish to rule out the possibility
that JACK is, at least at presents under control, he does not
consider that these Points constitute a sufficient mass of evidence
to place JACK under very grave suspicion. Notably, as regards
Point 11, he does not take it 'bob* out of the question that
Lithuanian peasantsvmpathetic to the Soviets would refrain
from aiding the latter aesinst Partisan* iho had possibly node
armed attacks spinet flaw The cri delete agrees with this
reasoning on point es and there is general agreement that JACK'S
present situation cannot be cleared up an available evidences
The considerable elerteey summating the securiky aspect of the
Partisan organisation coulial be dispelled only if it became poesible
to exfiltrate JACK and to samit- hie to a comprehensive examination.
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1. The security of each of the networks exedned has been discussed under
their respective chapters, and it is agreed that the three *IA were
apparently active at the end of 1952 became seriously compromised and
at least completely disorganised by January 1953• Whether this state
of affairs resulted entirely from the large.scalo round.up of the
Partisans by the N.O.B. as repartmlinragg and =MUMS, orlon brought
about partly through other means remains an unsolved problem, but it is
plausible that a general co.ordinatedmtoos offensive against all
Resistance networks in Lithuania took place in December 1952 . January
1953 with the object of smashing those networks effectively, thus
cutting off all communication between thee arid their Western controllers.
That there should have been a few dispersed survivors isms only to be
expected and three of these have already sent messagess

(a) BOMUNDASADNRO, of the DRAMBLTS organisation by three
SiO letters and avir message;

(b) MU, of the DRAMBLTS organisation, by one OW letter;

(e) 4Apx, the	 agent with the Partisans, by three
OW letters

These messages must be considered as a possible 14.0.8. operation to
leave correspondence channels open with a view to /earning whether the
Western services have any further plans for resestablishing networks
in Lithuania, and although the evidence in support of this theory cannot
be regarded as conclusive, a, period of observation during atsidh
strictly onv.eomvittal comonications to the field is recommemded. It
would also be helpful for the clarification of the future situation in
Lithuania if 8.1.8. and C.I.A. continued to (oohinge infosuation on all
developments regarding these putative survivor,.

The intrusion of political controversy among emigre groups into those
field operations is greatly to be deplored as it has tended to obscure
the issue in the course of this joint enquiry into the security situation.
Both C.I.A. and 6.1.8, delegates have endeavoured to remain completely
objective as to the merits of the different groups and individuals
involved in thaw controversies, but it is recommended that in future
the two services Obould combine to keep all operational details completely
secret from emigre organisations. Although no evidence in the past of
leakage of such details to the enemy has ever been established, any
leakage to' persona outbids of the two Services must be considered 40
potentially dengarouelt is realised that agents for infiltration and
eollitration can be recruited on ideological grounds only and mg'
naturally resent being cut off from their political friends during
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periods of training or of awaiting the launching of their operations.
It is felt, however, that an attempt to persuade bothments and
emigre organisations that security measures are aimed at preserving
the personal safety of the former and the eventual progress of the
latter is well worth attempting as a systematic programme.

SW Delegate

r.6

CIA DelegateL

25 June 1953
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